Recent activity in the space economy. Highlights below are courtesy of
UFO, THE PROCURE SPACE ETF.

'NASA TIDE' WILL BE THE
DETERGENT FOR ASTRONAUTS

FIRST-EVER

LAUNDRY

BY TALIB VISRAM

Not so fresh or so clean. Apparently astronauts have one very
stinky problem: no way to do their laundry in space. Procter &
Gamble is teaming up with NASA to solve this issue. The company
will send custom-made Tide detergent and stain removal pens to
the International Space Station for testing later this year.
Source: www.fastcompany.com

WARTSILA TEAMS UP WITH WEATHERNEWS
Weathernews Inc* is partnering with Wartsila to provide its weather
forecasting data and ship routing services. The private service
weather provider aims to improve shipping navigation safety and
reduce fuel consumption.
Source: www.maritimeprofessional.com

U.S. AIR FORCE WORKING ON ROCKET-POWERED CARGO
DELIVERY
BY YOEL MINKOFF

The U.S. Air Force is asking for $47.9 million for its Rocket Cargo
program, which would use reusable rockets to deliver supplies
quickly around the world.
Source: www.seekingalpha.com

CHINA SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHES THREE ASTRONAUTS TO
NEW SPACE STATION
BY MARY BETH GRIGGS

Three astronauts took flight to Tianhe, China's new space station.
This is the first of eleven scheduled missions to set up the space
station by 2022.
Source: www.theverge.com

BRANSON'S VIRGIN ORBIT IN TALKS WITH FORMER
GOLDMAN SACHS PARTNER'S SPAC FOR $3 BILLION DEAL
TO GO PUBLIC

BY MICHAEL SHEETZ

Virgin Orbit wants to put the SPAC in SPACE. Sir Richard
Branson’s satellite launching company is planning to go public via a
merger with special purpose acquisition company NextGen
Acquisition II. The deal values Virgin Orbit at $3 billion.
Source: www.cnbc.com

NEW SPACE TELESCOPE COULD SPOT POTENTIALLY
HAZARDOUS ASTEROIDS HEADING FOR EARTH
BY ASHLEY STRICKLAND

No Armageddon here. In an effort to avoid calling on Bruce Willis
and Ben Affleck to save all of mankind from an incoming asteroid,
NASA has approved the development of a telescope designed to
detect dangerous objects about to hit Earth.
Source: www.cnn.com

FORGET ROCKETS. THIS INSANE SPACE BALLOON WILL
START FLYING PASSENGERS INTO THE HEAVENS IN 2024
BY MICHAEL VERDON

For $150,000 you can go up, up and away aboard Space
Perspective's space balloon. The football field sized capsule has
wifi, lavatory and bar and will take you on a 6 hour trip 12 mph into
space.
Source: www.robbreport.com

NASA, SPACEX LAUNCH BABY SQUID AND WATER BEARS
TO INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
BY DOYLE RICE

No calamari here. NASA and SpaceX sent over 100 baby squid and
5,000 microscopic animals on a trip to the International Space
Station. Researchers plan to use the mission to study the effects of
space travel on small organisms. Squid have similar immune
systems to humans and water bears are able to live in extreme
environments, so the results of the experiment could be useful for
human space flights.
Source: www.usatoday.com

VIRGIN GALACTIC TO LAUNCH SCIENCE COMMUNICATOR
AND RESEARCHER TO SPACE
BY CHELSEA GOHD

Virgin Galactic* plans to send bioastronautics researcher Kellie
Gerardi to space. Gerardi will conduct experiments involving
healthcare technologies including wearable sensor systems and
syringe designs used in space.
Source: www.space.com

*As of June 30, 2021, Iridium Communications (IRDM) was a 4.97% holding, Lockheed

Martin (LMT) was a 2.23% holding, Virgin Galactic (SPCE) was a 6.16% holding, and
Weathernews Inc. (4825 JP) was a 1.58% holding in the Procure Space ETF (NASDAQ:
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